Integration of neurogenetic analyses of rare individuals provides powerful clues to the neurobiology of human social behavior. Our results suggest that variation in expression of genes distal to CYLN2, Gtf2IRD1, Gtf2I contribute to WS behavior as measured in #5889 and provide the basis to reason from molecular genetics and cellular detail to the brain networks modulating human social behavior. The impact of rare human events studied at multidimensional levels should be considered in solving the neurobiology of human behavior.
Introduction
Williams syndrome (WS) provides a remarkable model for studying human cognition because a hemizygous deletion of merely ~20 genes in chromosome band 7q11.23 is responsible for the unusual array of characteristics present in WS. This unique circumstance enables us to elucidate pathways that lead from genes to behavior; however, the contribution of each gene to the WS phenotype remains unknown. The distinctive pattern of physical, cognitive, and behavioral traits shown in WS is one facet that allows the parsing of the WS profile and so careful comparisons of differences between individuals with WS. Coupled with better methods that sharpen breakpoint analyses of individuals with atypical deletions, we have recently seen the dawn of drawing conclusions about specific genes and the phenotypes for which they are responsible. In this poster, we aim to draw another such conclusion, this time in regards to the connection between GTF2I and WS social behavior
Goal
To understand the neural pathways underlying social behavior in WS, to identify genes responsible for the variability and to evaluate primate models. Studies such as this with atypical deletions help to dissect and reveal distinctive behaviors. These will allow us to infer anatomic and physiologic interconnections and to understand the molecular basis of human cognition and behavior.
I. Subject

II. Psychometric testing
The physical development of 5889 follows typical WS patients for her age; however, her language abilities were in the normal range for age, her visual-spatial performance relatively high and she was not indiscriminantly hypersocial with strange adults, which is extremely atypical of WS individuals.
Consequently subject 5889 is unlike individuals with WS (and putatively typical deletions) who exhibit delay in but later, relative strengths in language combined with weaknesses in aspects of visual spatial processing, as well as a typical idiosyncratic "hypersocial" behavior and increased interest in non-familiar individuals.
III. Southern blotting and PCR
Procedures for DNA isolation and digestion, agarose gel construction, Southern Blotting, probe labeling, hybridization, and autoradiogram development were conducted as described by Korenberg et al. (1989) . All probes were isolated as DNA fragments. The blots were hybridized with PCR fragments generated from large scale sequence analyses at 5 kb intervals throughout the cosmid 183E01. Densitometric analyses were performed by using the Alpha Innotech density measurement program (Alpha Innotech Corporation, San Leandro, CA).PCR was preformed using the DNAs extracted from the hybrid cell line with a total of 39 pairs of customer designed primers covering the region in between TFII-IRD1 and TFII-I.
Behavioral data -Ethogram: 
III. Molecular analysis
Breakpoint was determined using high resolution oligonucleotide arrays, confirmation by multicolor fluorescence hybridization with a panel of 45 BACs, somatic cell hybrids, and quantitative gene expression in LB cell lines using qRT-PCR of 12 WS genes.
Southern blotting
Probe: STS3 of General Transcription Factor 2 (GTF2I), with diverse digestion enzyme. All lanes are as indicated. Arrow shows an extra band present in the patient's sample (STS3 break region). A: PstI, B: HindIII, C: PvuII. 
V. Psychometric Testing
All subjects underwent a battery of neurocognitive measures over a 3-day period. Both standardized and experimental measures were used to assess four neurocognitive domains: general intelligence, language, visuospatial, and face processing. Measures included the Preschool Language Scale, 3rd edition, the Salk Institute Sociability Questionnaire (SISQ), and the ethogram described below. Individual scores from patient 5889 were compared to those of the full deletion WS group (n = 101) by conversion to z-scores with a mean of zero and standard deviation of one. Z-scores of 2.00 or higher were considered to be statistically significant. 
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Cognitive data 2. Social behavior test
A. Behavioral Ethogram for Patient 5889 (SPWS) and Typical WS Individuals (WS) in
Presence of Parent (PAR) or a Novel Adult (NVA). Left: frequency of specified behaviors; right: duration of specified behaviors.
A B C
The Noldus observer was used to code toddlers in free play situations either with their mothers or with a novel adult (the experimenter). Coding was done by two undergraduates blind to the study goals and unfamiliar with WS. These raters were trained on videotapes of typically developing toddlers until their inter-rater reliability was consistently > 0.85. Behaviors rated are noted below.
• The chromosomes were prepared from the peripheral blood by following the protocols as described by Korenberg et al. (1995) . Four-color FISH analysis was performed with BACs using a method as described previously with some modifications (Korenberg et al. 2003) . Briefly, the BAC DNAs were isolated using a Qiagen Midprepkit and DNAs were directly labeled FITC, Texas Red, Cy3, and Cy5 and hybridized to metaphase and interphase chromosomes.
II. Whole Genome BAC tiling Array: High Resolution Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)
Chromosomal breakpoints were mapped to sub-kilobase resolution using high resolution DNA tiling arrays. DNA from cell lines or individuals was used to probe a custom high density array of chromosome 7 with a median distance of 1/90 bp ;the array contained 45-85 bp oligonucleotides probes which were adjusted in their C+G content to yield similar optimum hybridization temperatures (isothermal array). The probes tiled all of chromosome 7, including the short arm to allow the identification of breakpoints at 200-300 bp resolution (Urban et al., 2006; Korbel et al., 2007) . DNA from the patients was labeled with Cy3 and hybridized to the array along with DNA from a reference pool of 7 individuals that was labeled with Cy5. Copy number changes were called using the BreakPtr algorithm.
• 
vs. 5889b
A. Whole genome chip shows sensitive quantitation of 2 "X" chromosomes in subject vs 1 "X" in her father. Korenberg et al., 1999 X chromosome *
Custom Isothermal Oligonucleotide Array
